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Abstract-Preemption is one of the most effective ways to
achieve fair bandwidth allocation in ORS networks. Preemption
allows ingress edge switches to transmit the traffic of flows over
their fairly allocated bandwidth but core switches drop over-used
traffic when there is contention. This paper proposes a
rate-fairness preemption combined with deflection routing
(RFP-DR) scheme to provide service isolation and protection
among flows according to the max-min fair bandwidth allocation
and minimize total loss probability in ORS networks. Our
deflection routing (DR) technique aims to decrease loss probability
while preserving the definition of max-min fairness. In addition,
our DR can also be applied to rate control approaches. Our
simulation results prove that our proposed combination of RFP
and DR works well in terms of preserving max-min fair-share and
minimizing loss.
Index Terms-optical burst switching, wavelength preemption,
deflection routing, max-min fairness

I. INTRODUCTION

P

reemption is one of the most popular approaches in OBS
networks. It is a well-known solution for QoS provisioning,
e.g. the probabilistic preemption-based (PPB) mechanism
proposed in [1] and [2]. In addition, preemption is an effective
way of providing distance fairness (fairness in terms of burst
loss probability with respect to hop counts between the source
and destination) in OBS networks as proposed in [3]-[5].
Finally, preemption has been used for achieving fair bandwidth
allocation (FBA) in OBS networks. Apart from preemption,
FBA can be achieved in OBS networks by using rate control,
proposed in an integrated congestion control mechanism
(ICCM) [6], and a differentiated-available bit rate (D-ABR)
mechanism [7]. In rate control, edge switches adjust the input
traffic according to the optimum fairly allocated bandwidth.
However, losses in OBS are high due to the non-buffering
characteristics of OBS. If the scheme for rate control allows
edge switches to inject input traffic up to the link capacity into
the network, the loss probability may be too high for some
applications. In contrast, if the rate control scheme limits the
amount of input traffic to be much less than the network
capacity, this may result in low network utilization.
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The preemption method, proposed in the max-min fairness
preemption (MMFP) scheme [8] and the rate fairness
preemption (RFP) scheme [9], achieves max-min FBA in OBS
networks without degrading network utilization. Preemption
does not aim to control input traffic according to the max-min
rate but aims to provide service isolation and protection among
flows. In this paper, the term "flow" is defmed as a connection
between the same pair of ingress and egress edge switches.
Moreover, we defme the term "misbehaved flow" as the flow
that sends traffic over its fairly allocated rate, e.g., max-min
rate, and the term "well-behaved flow" as the flow that its
sending rate does not exceed its fairly allocated rate. In RFP,
edge switches can send input traffic over the flows' max-min
rate but the core switches drop traffic transmitted over the
max-min rate where there is contention. This can isolate flows
and provide a low loss level for well-behaved flows, e.g., by
setting a small value of e in RFP (see Section II), while ensuring
efficient network utilization.
Deflection routing (DR) [10-12] is an effective alternative to
solve contention in OBS networks. Based on DR, when
contention occurs at a node, the corresponding node redirects
the new incoming burst to alternative routes or drops the burst
where all links are fully occupied. However, conventional DR is
not effective under high traffic loads; in fact, DR may result in
higher loss probability as presented in [12]. Several DR
techniques have been proposed to improve DR's performance
under high traffic loads, e.g, assigning low priority to the
deflected burst [12] and selecting DR or burst retransmission
according to performance criteria [11]. However, simply
deflecting the burst to other paths in max-min fair-share OBS
networks may destroy the max-min fair-share semantics because
deflected flows gain more network resources at the expense of
degraded flows using the deflected links.
We proposed RFP to achieve max-min FBA in our previous
work [9]. In this paper, we aimed to use DR to reduce loss
probability in max-min fair-share OBS networks. We propose
rate fairness preemption combined with deflection routing
(RFP-DR) in this paper to allocate max-min fair bandwidth
while minimizing losses. RFP-DR is a unique integration of our
previous proposed RFP scheme with DR. By combining with
RFP, our purposed DR technique can preserve the max-min
fair-share semantics. RFP-DR does not require additional
control messages among switches for updating arrival and
allocated rates, and the core switches do not need to monitor the
arrival rates of all flows as required in other FBA schemes. In
addition, RFP-DR does not increase total burst loss probability
under high traffic loads. Although our scheme is based on
preemption, our DR technique can also be applied to the OBS
core network to enable rate control schemes to minimize losses.
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We describe the RFP-DR scheme in Sections II. We present
the simulation results in Section III and Section IV is the
conclusion.
II. RFP-DR ALGORITHM
OBS networks are composed of edge and core switches. The
wavelengths are divided into two groups, control and data
channels. IP packets are assembled into a burst, called a data
burst (DB), at the ingress edge switch. The ingress edge switch
sends out a burst control packet (BCP) over the control channels
to reserve the DB bandwidth and after the offset time, the
ingress edge switch sends a corresponding DB over the data
channels. When the BCP arrives at the intermediated core
switches, the core switch converts the BCP to an electronic
signal for the process of reserving the DB bandwidth. Upon
arrival at the intermediate-core switches along the path, where
the bandwidth has been successful reserved, the DB is routed
over the reserved channel. However, if the bandwidth
reservation fails, the conventional OBS core switch will drop
the DB.
Table I lists the parameters we used for RFP-DR. To support
RFP-DR, we modified BCP formats and the max-min rate
calculation in three respects.
•
We create a rate priority parameter F in the BCP field
format to indicate burst types (under-rate, over-rate, or
deflected bursts).
•
We modify the BCP field to contain all previous traveled
node addresses to protect loop routing. If the core switch
fmds that the address ofthe next hop node is in the traveled
nodes listed in BCP, the switch will drop the BCP to avoid
loop routing .
•
The RFP-DR-based core switches use the effective link
capacity, exC (O'<esl), to allocate the max-min rate
instead of the actual link capacity C due to the high loss
and incomplete link-utilization characteristics of OBS
networks. This modification is the same as that done in [6],
[7], and [9]. A properly set value for e can be found in [7].
Note that the value of e does not affect the total loss
probability in RFP [9] and RFP-DR but a small value for e
can protect well-behaved flows well, resulting in a lower
loss level for well-behaved flows in RFP and RFP-DR.

TABLEI
PARAMETERS USED IN RFP-DR

Parameters
i
Ai

T;
e
F
C

Pi•O
Pi • U

Description
Flow id
Arrival rate of flow i at ingress switch
Allocated max-min rate of flow i
Effective capacity ratio
Rate priority
Link capacity
Over-rate burst marking probability
Under-rate burst marking probability
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Burst scheduler selects the next burst B i for transmission.
Update arrival rate (A).
A = (1 i

e

-II K. ) ~t + e - 11K. A i-old

Mark B,
as an ove r-rate type (Fi= l)
with probability Pi-o = (A(T)lTior as
an under-rate type with probability Pi- U ~ 1- P i -f)'

Exit a burst scheduling unit.
Fig. I Burst scheduling at edge switch

Figures 1 and 2 show the flows corresponding to the
burst-scheduling process at an edge switch and a core switch.
We divide the functions ofthe edge and core switches regarding
RFP-DR as follows.
A. Function ofedge switches
One of the functions of edge switches in RFP-DR is to
classify input traffic into an under max-min rate type or an over
max-min rate type before injecting traffic into the core network.
First, the network allocates the max-min rate (Ti ) to each flow.
We proposed two methods of allocating max-min rate in [9],
i.e., adaptive and fixed. In this paper, we selected the fixed
max-min rate allocation because of its simplicity. Fixed
allocation does not require control messages for updating
arrival rates or the max-min rate among switches as required by
the adaptive method. Note that the adaptive method can also be
used and its details are presented in [9]. The fixed allocated
max-min rate is based on the progressive filling algorithm
(PFA) [13]. The route is based on the static shortest path
selection. The route used for PFA calculation is named the
primary path. The max-min rates of all flows begin at zero, and
they increase together at the same pace until the total input
traffic in one or more links reaches the effective link capacity
exC. PFA stops increasing the max-min rates for sources that
use these full-capacity links (bottle-neck links) and continues
increasing the rates for other flows. PFA repeats this process
until all flows have bottleneck links.
Next, the ingress edge switch monitors the arrival rate, Ai, of
all flows by using a rate estimation scheme, e.g., the exponential
moving average of the arrival rate. The ingress edge switch sets
F to equal 0 to indicate that the burst type is under-rate and to
equal 1 to indicate that it is over-rate. When Ai>T;, the ingress
edge switch marks flow i's bursts as over-rate or under-rate with
probabilities Pi-O and Pi-U' In contrast, when Ai~Ti' the ingress
edge switch marks all flow i's bursts as under-rate. Pi-O and P i- U
are calculated as
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'-a

={CA; - 1;)/ Ai'
0,

when Ai > 1;
when Ai ::;; 1;

Burst sched uler find s wavele ngth fo r a new inco m ing burst (B N )

(1)

Yes

I1-u = 1- I1-0 .

(2)
According to (1) and (2), the amount of input traffic under the
max-min rate is marked as under-rate while that over the
max-min rate is marked as over-rate. Finally , the edge switch
injects traffic into the core network.

No

No

B. Function ofcore switches

Bursts in the core network are classified into three groups, i.e.,
under-rate (i.e., the rate priority F in BCP equals 0), over-rate
(F=I), and deflected (F=2). We denote a new incoming burst as
B N and the original scheduled burst as B o. Each switch is
installed the primary paths (paths used for PFA-based max-min
rate calculation) and all alternative paths from itself to all
possible destination nodes . When a new BCP arrives at a core
switch and intends to reserve a wavelength for B N, the core
switch first searches the free wavelength for B N in the primary
link (the link connected from the corresponding node to the next
hop according to the primary path). If there is free wavelength,
the core switch reserves a wavelength for B N • In contrast, the
following steps will be taken ifthere is no available wavelength
in the primary link.
Step 1) Preemption
B N can preempt a channel from B o in the primary link with a
different flow ID and a higher value for F . The original
scheduled burst with the largest value of F will be the first
selection to be preempted. If there are many preempted
candidates, the burst with the longest residual time (LRT)
(measured from the end of B o to the beginning of B N) will be
preempted. It has been found in [14] that the LRT preempted
burst selection rule is the most effective approach to reduce the
burst loss probability. In addition, the corresponding switch
sends a resource-cancellation packet to release the reserved
wavelengths of the preempted burst upstream and downstream.
Then, scheduling ends. In contrast, if no original scheduled
burst with a different flow ID and a higher value for F exists, go
to step 2.
Step 2) Deflection Routing
The core switch searches a free channel in alternative links
for B N If there are free links, the switch sets the type of B N to
deflected (F(B N )=2) and deflects BN randomly to a free
alternative shortest-path link. If all links are fully occupied, the
core switch drops B N. Scheduling then ends.
Note that next hop must not be in the previous passed-nodes
field contained in BCP for protecting loops. RFP-DR gives the
highest preemptive priority to traffic transmitted under the
max-min rate (F=O). Consequently, RFP-DR prevents quality
degradation for traffic transmitted under max-min rate . In
addition, before deflecting the burst to an alternative path, the
RFP-DR based core switch changes the burst type to deflected
even the original of the deflected burst is under-rate type .
Deflected traffic does not degrade the quality oftraffic using the
deflected link as their primary path attained by assigning the
lowest preemptive priority to deflected traffic (F=2). Therefore,
our DR technique can preserve the max-min fair-share
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Yes
Can ce l th e reserva tion o f Bo with the h ighest value for F and
lo ngest residual tim e . Then, send a rcso urcc-ea ncc llation packet to
re lease th e reserved wave lengths of the preempt ed burst, B o-

No

Exit burst scheduling

Fig. 2 Burst schedulingat core switch

semantics. Besides , conventional DR tends to increase the burst
loss probability in high-traffic-load environments as described
in [12] because deflected traffic increases congestion in
deflected links. Giving lowest priority to deflected traffic can
also avoid the degraded quality caused by DR under high loads .
To avoid using fiber delay lines (FDLs) to extend the offset time
ofthe deflected burst, we set the minimum offset time according
to the proposal in [12].
III. SIMULATION RESULTS
We conducted simulations on a modified optical burst
switching simulator originally developed at the optical internet
research center (OIRC) [15] on the basis of ns-2 [16]. The
simulations were conducted on a 4x4 TORUS topology
consisting of 16 core switches as shown in Fig. 3. Each core
switch was attached to an edge switch. The distance between
adjacent switches was equal to 200 km and the transmission
delay was 0.1 ms in each link. We assumed that the number of
control wavelengths would be sufficiently large to ensure no
losses for BCPs and there were no DB losses on the link
between edge and core switches . There were 16 wavelengths for
DB between adjacent core switches and the capacity of each
wavelength was 1 Gbps . We set e to equal 0.5. We assumed that
the network had full wavelength conversion capabilities and it
did not employ FDLs. The BCP processing time was 0.1 msec.
The primary path was selected based on the shortest path
routing. Edge switches generated bursts with exponentially
distributed inter-arrival times and burst lengths with an average
burst length of 1ME. We set the input traffic rate of flow i to the
designated value by adjusting the average burst inter-arrival
time . Edge switches use an exponential moving average to
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Fig. 3 4x4 TORUS network

estimate the arrival rate of each flow. The arrival rate is
calculated as
A

new

T Ka
= (1- e- T / Ka ).!....
T + e- / Aold'

(3)

where Anew is the estimated arrival rate, T is the inter-arrival time
between the current and the previous burst, and I is the burst
size. Here, A old is the previous value of the arrival rate before
updating and Ka. = 0.1. Note that the normalized rate of 1 in all
simulations was equivalent to the link capacity C (16 Gbps) in
the core network. For instance, the normalized sending rate,
0.035, was equal to 0.56 Gbps (0.035xI6 Gbps).
We compared RFP-DR with RFP and conventional OBS. The
simulated 4x4 TORUS network consisted of 240 flows with
four different hop-counts : three hops, four hops, five hops, and
six hops. The ratio ofthree-hop, four-hop, five-hop, and six-hop
flows was 0.67:1:0.67:0.17. In our simulation, flows were
classified
into
two
groups :
well-behaved
and
varied-sending-rate groups. Although the sending rate
fluctuates, the term "sending rate" in this section refers to the
average sending rate for simplicity. All flows in the
well-behaved group sent the fixed sending rate at the rate under
their max-min rate. The sending rate of flows in the
varied-sending-rate group was varied. Some flows in the
varied-sending-rate group are well-behaved , i.e., flows that send
traffic under the max-min rate, where some flows are
misbehaving, i.e., flows that send traffic over the max-min rate.
We divided the simulations into two cases as follows.

than PFA min at 0.035. Therefore, all flows in the well-behaved
group sent traffic under the max-min rate. We varied the
normalized sending rate per flow in the varied-sending-rate
group from 0.04 to 0.2. Therefore, some flows in the
varied-sending-rate group are well-behaved where some flows
are misbehaving.
Figure 4 presents the loss probabilities of flows in the
well-behaved group and the varied-sending-rate group for
conventional OBS, RFP, and RFP-DR. The loss probability of
flows in the varied-sending-rate group in conventional OBS is
higher than that of flows in the well-behaved group because
flows in the varied-sending-rate group are long-path flows. In
addition, when flows in the varied-sending-rate group send
large amounts of traffic into the network, the loss probability of
flows in the well-behaved group in conventional OBS also
increases rapidly. This is because the conventional OBS does
not isolate services or protect them. In contrast, both RFP and
RFP-DR effectively protect against quality degradation in flows
in the well-behaved group. The loss probabilities of flows in the
well-behaved group in RFP and RFP-DR do not increase to a
high level even if many misbehaved flows send input traffic
over their max-min rate. Consequently, RFP-DR can provide
service isolation and protection even when DR is implemented.
RFP-DR aims to use the DR technique to decrease losses. We
can see that RFP-DR can decrease the loss probabilities offlows
in both groups.
In terms of total burst loss probabilities (Fig. 5), we can see
that RFP and RFP-DR do not degrade the total burst loss
probabili ty because it drops overload traffic at the beginning of
transmission before it contends with other bursts in the
remaining paths. RFP and RFP-DR also uses certain strategies
to prevent the total burst loss probability from becoming high,
e.g.,
the
LRT
wavelength
selection
rule
and
resource-cancellation packets, as described in Section n.B.
RFP-DR gives the lowest total burst loss probability because of
the effectiveness of DR. Besides, RFP-DR can perform well
even under high traffic loads. This is because RFP-DR assigns
the low preemptive priority to deflected traffic.

A. Misbehaved flows : long-path selection

In this simulation, we assumed that long-path flows, i.e., all
five-hop and six-hop flows, tend to be misbehaving and they
were in the varied-sending-rate group while short-path flows,
i.e., all three-hop and four-hop flows, were in the well-behaved
group. Thus, the ratio of flows in the well-behaved group and
the varied-sending-rate group was 2:I. Although the number of
flows in the varied-sending-rate group was half of the
well-behaved flows, their input rate had high impacts to the
network because they traveled through many links.
In our simulated TORUS network, there were 13 flows in the
most congested link. Therefore , the minimum PFA normalized
max-min rate (PFA min ) assigned to flows traveling through this
most congested link was equal to 0.038 (PFA min =
ex{normalized rate of C}/{number of flows in the most
congested link} =0.5xl/13). We fixed the normalized sending
rates for each flow in the well-behaved group to be slightly less
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B. Misbehaved flows : random selection
We randomly classified 240 flows into well-behaved (120
flows) and varied-sending-rate (120 flows) groups . The
normalized sending rate per flow in the well-behaved group was
fixed at 0.035 while the normalized sending rate per flow in the
varied-sending-rate group ranged from 0.04 to 0.2. Figure 6
plots the loss probabilities of flows in the well-behaved and
varied-sending-rate groups for conventional OBS, RFP, and
RFP-DR . In conventional OBS, the loss probability of flows in
the well-behaved group is slightly lower than that of in the
varied-sen ding-rate group and it increases when the input rate of
flows in the varied-sending-rate group increases because flows
are not isolated or protected. We evaluated the performances of
RFP and RFP-DR in terms of service isolation and protection
and found they had the same tendency as that discussed in
Section lILA. Both RFP and RFP-DR can prevent degraded
quality in well-behaved flows and RFP-DR decreases the loss
probabilities of flows in both groups .
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The results in Fig. 7 indicate that by selecting the proper
preempted candidates , i.e., using the LRT selection rule, RFP
can decrease the total burst loss probability. RFP-DR performs
the best in terms of total burst loss probability. The deflected
traffic can use only the unused bandwidth in the deflected link.
Therefore , it does not degrade total burst loss probability under
high traffic loads as the convent ional DR does.

IV. CONCLUSION
We proposed a rate fairness preemption (RFP) scheme in our
previous work to allocate max-min fair bandwidth in OBS
networks . This paper proposed a deflection routing (DR)
strategy to minimize losses in max-min fair-share OBS
networks . We integrated DR with RFP and derived a new
scheme, i.e., rate fairness preemption with deflection routing
(RFP-DR). We demonstrated through simulation that RFP-DR
could isolate and protect services as the original RFP does, but
RFP-DR effectively decreased the total burst loss probability. In
addition , RFP-DR did not degrade total loss probability even
under high traffic loads.
Many of fair bandwidth allocation schemes, e.g., schemes
proposed in [6]-[9], including the case of using the adaptive
max-min rate allocation for RFP, use control plane to update
arrival and fairly allocated rates of flows among switches. This
information can be used for predicting the status of the network.
Our future work is to develop an adaptive path selection scheme
based on the resource available in the network.

in va ried-se nd ing -rate g rou p: RFP-DR
in well-behav ed g rou p: RFP-DR
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